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PRESENT STATUS OF HYBRID COTTON
Norman Justus

11,

The best known methods of utilizing hybrid vigor in field crops are
those used in the production of hybrid com and sorghum . . Com is especially
adapted to hybrid seed production because it is easily emasculated, cytoplasmic-genetic sterility has been developed, the pollen is carried by the
wind, and each plant produces several seeds. Hybrid sorghum has been produced successfully by utilizing cytoplasmic-genetic sterility. The pollen
of sorghum also is wind-borne.
Unlike com, cotton has a perfect flower that does not lend itself to
a high I?ercentage of nat1,1ral crossing under normal conditions. Cotton
pollen is not wind-borne and must be carried from flower to flower if hybridization is desired. Cotton breeders generally agree that ·the bumble bee is
the primary cotton eros s pollinator.
Several approaches have been used in the past to utilize hybrid vigor
in cotton, but large-scale production of hybrid cotton is still not a reality.
Some of the methods previouslY. suggested include (1) making crosses by
hand and using the advanced generations as the commercial product· (2)
utilizing cuttings to propagate F hybrids vegetatively, and (3) utilizing
1
natural crossing with marker stocks and roguing the selfed material by
hand. Several methods have been suggested for partial-hybrid cotton production. These include (1) the mechanical mixing of lines and growing them
in an area of high natural crossing and (2) the planting of male and female
rows in a natural crossing block. The female rows would be male--sterile or
partially male-sterile. The sterility could be induced by chemicals, genetic
sterility 1 or cytoplasmic-genetic sterility.
Chemicals have been used to induce male-sterility, but they have not
gained wide-spread acceptance. There is no mention in the literature of
hybrid-cotton production having been attempted with genetic or cytoplasmicgenetic sterility.
There are many reports in the literature of characters in cotton that
exhibit heterosis. Among these are reports byJ. 0. Ware, W. -L. Balls, and
D. Ganesan that F cottonseed are often heavier than those of either parent.
1
The most striking differences were reported by Ganesan. He reported the F
1
seed of Gossypium arboreum strains crosses were 21 to 41% heavier than selfpollinated seed from the same parents.

r Justus :i,s Research Agronomist _CRD 1 ARS USDA, cooperating with
. elta Branch Experimentotation, .S'tonev.._J.Jle, . Mi' ssissippi. The re.search
was financed partly by a grQ.nt trom the 1\Jationa Cotton Council ot America.
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Research workers in many crops, especially those working with corn,
have reported an increase in F seed size over that of the larger parent.
1
· Since a more refined method of utilizing hybrid vigor is not available
in cotton, separating F seed from mixed populations containing F , S , and
1
1
1
sibling pollinated seed was investigated. We reported at the 1962 meetings of
Southern Agricultural Workers, Inc. , that we had been successful in partially
separating hybrid seed from non-hybrid seed.
Materials and Methods
In 1961 a natural crossing block with alternate male and female rows
was grown. The male rows were planted to M 11, a doubled haploid of Empire,
having large seed. The female rows were planted to five small-seeded lines
and varieties . These small-seeded entries were planted singly in pure stands
and in mechanical mixes. The lines were D 716, Coker 100A, Deltapine
2
Smooth Leaf, Stoneville 3202, and genetically marked M8. The material
was grown in a randomized complete-block design . The experiment consisted
of 31 entries replicated 4 times. The entries were planted in 1-row plots 100
feet long with a 6 -foot alley between plots. The field was rectangular. Replications 1 and 3 were in tandem with replica lions 2 and 4. Replica lion 1 and
3 and 2 and 4 were side by each. Thus, each replication had two sides bordered
by cotton and two not bordered. The same parent materials were also crossed
by hand in a different block.
Five individual genetically marked M8 plants were harvested from each
of the 16 plots that contained this marker stock in each replication. The seeds
from each plant were separated into five width classes with a commercial type
laboratory seed separator . The five size classes were those thatremained on
the 13/64" screen ; those that passed the 13/64" screen, but remained on the
12.5/64"; those that passed the 12.5/64" screen, but remained on the 12/64";
those that passed the 12/64" screen, but remained on the 11/64"; and those
that passed the 11/64" screen. The homozygous g1 g1 seedlings from
1
1
self-pollinated seed and the seedlings heterozygous for g1 from outcrossed
1
seed are shown in slide 1. The glanded factor is dominant to glandless.
Thus we can take seedlings directly from the germina tor and determine the per,..
centage of hybrids in a given seed lot.
Results and Discussion
The percentage of hybrids, the cumulative percentage of hybrids, the
cumulative percent of the total lot , and percentage of hybrids increase over
the mean of the population are presented in Figure 2 . The 13.0 size has the
highest percentage of hybrids -- 39. The percentage of hybrids decreased at
an almost linear ra t e to the less than 11. 0 size class which had 18% hybrids.
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The 13. 0 size class had an increase of 77% over the mean of the population
but retained only 2% of the total seed lot. The percentage of the total seed
lot retained on a decreasing size basis was inversely proportional to the increase in percentage of hybrids. The cumulative percent hybrids indicates the
percentage of hybrid seed in a given seed lot if only that screen size were used.
The differences between size classes were not always significant at the
5% level of probability but the trend is obvious.
Data from the hand crosses indicated that three of the parent lines produced a heterotic effect for F seed size and two did not when the tester line
1
was used as a female. We were unable to pick out these differences in the
natural crossing block.
Summary
l.

These data indicate that seed separation is a practical method of
increasing the percentage of F hybrids for the production of partial-hybrid
1
cotton.
2.
These -data represent a starting point and we hope to improve on
this method.
Figure 2.

Data on the percentage of hybrids in five width classes of
cottonseed from a natural crossing block grown in 1961.

Sieve slot
width
(6 4 ths inch)
13.0
12. 5
12.0
11. 0
11. 0 (less
than)

*

Percent
Hybrids
39
31
27
22
18

a*
b
b
be
c

Cumulative Cumulative
percent of
Percent
total lot
Hybrids
39
33
29
24
22

a
b
be
c
c

2
8
19
67
100

Percentage of hybrid
increase over mean
of population
77
48
32
9
0

Any two means not followed by the same letter are significantly different
at the 5% probability level.
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